got your ace score aces too high - now that you've got your ace score what does it mean first a tiny bit of background to help you figure this out if you want the back story about the fascinating origins of the ace study read the adverse childhood experiences study the largest most important public health study you never heard of began in an obesity clinic the cdc's adverse childhood experiences study, the emotional abuse of children at school - amply demonstrates abuse of all forms hurts us in deep and profound ways isn’t it time we stopped hurting our children and ourselves, understanding micromangers and control freaks - in modern it corporation having an article report to a micromanager as a subordinate at some point of your career is as inevitable as death and taxes, why banning devices for kids is a stupid idea jo ashline - so i just finished reading an article on Huffington post entitled 10 reasons why handheld devices should be banned for children under the age of 12 and thanks to author cris rowan's compelling arguments i've removed all of the devices from the ashline household in the hopes that it's not too late for my precious children and i can somehow undo the emotional and developmental, the indian journal of criminology academia edu - academia.edu is a platform for academics to share research papers, harmful or harmless magnesium stearate chris kresser - harmful or harmless magnesium stearate read more and find related food additives myths truths articles from chris kresser.
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